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Abstract
We present an approach for the prediction of user authorship and feedback behavior
with shared content.Weconsider that users usemodels of other users and their feedback
to choose what to publish next. We look at the problem as a game between authors and
audiences and relate it to current content-based user modeling solutions with no prior
strategic models. As applications, we consider the large-scale authorship ofWikipedia
pages, movies and food recipes. We demonstrate analytic properties, authorship and
feedback prediction results, and an overall framework to study content authorship
regularities in social media.

Keywords Content models · User models · Authorship · Game theory · Social
media · Distance-metric learning · Text understanding

1 Introduction

We study new tools to model user authoring behavior in online media. Developing
tools to predict and understand how users publish content in the presence of others
and previous content is of practical relevance in both the design of information sharing
systems and their attached applications, such as recommender systems.

Many regularities have been found in the online feedback behavior of users (Goyal
et al. 2010; Radinsky et al. 2012; Szabó and Huberman 2010; Lerman 2007; Das and
Lavoie 2014), but much fewer patterns have been discovered in online content cre-
ation. By remaining agnostic to the surrounding media (its author base constitution,
incentives, audience, practices, etc.), standard topic and content models (Pennacchiotti
and Gurumurthy 2011; Hu et al. 2015; Hong and Davison 2010; Cha and Cho 2012)
might miss patterns relevant to understanding and predicting user behavior. There
is a well-known strategic model for information propagation in social networks (the
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Table 1 Data and document representation used in the three studied scenarios

Corpus Documents Authors Audience
Feedback

Author
Feedback

Document
Representation
(bag of)

Wikipedia 30M pages Wikipedians 16M page views 100K-1M edit reversals actions

Mainstream
Movies

4.1K scripts Directors dollar revenue – actions

Yummly 369K recipes Yummly Users 1.1M yums – ingredients

Behavior Contagion Model Degroot 1974; Nisan et al. 2007, section 2) that describes
user feedback behavior formally. There is, however, no correspondent model for con-
tent creation. Content creation and authorship are computer-supported cooperative
or competitive activities undertaken by millions everyday, but they have been rarely
looked strategically as such. Our current goal is to demonstrate that current state-
of-the-art techniques for content-based behavior prediction could benefit from prior
models encompassing the strategic dimensions of online authorship.

ConsiderWikipedia as an example. The problem in this case is to predict which and
how many pages individual users are likely to edit in the future. Mathematically, we
frame the problem as a decision problem for users and consider how expected feedback
from others can constraint user authoring decisions. The relationship between author-
ship and predicted (positive or negative) feedback is an obvious aspect of everyday
communication (e.g., this article, a book, a joke) but is especially apparent in social
media. In Wikipedia, feedback consists mostly of corrections from others. Consider
that users like publishing but not being corrected. As consequence, when few users
are networked, their likelihood of being corrected is lower, so they have incentives
to author topically widespread, but possibly erratic, pages and edits. In larger num-
bers, edits are falsified more and more aggressively, and users are required to be more
and more precise and specialize. If we look at Wikipedia this way, its byproduct is a
medium that increases in precision with an increasing user base.

We consider the three example corpora in Table 1, corresponding to texts and user
bases of different sizes. We formulate an equilibrium between authors and readers,
which is useful to predict the behavior of either side (authors or audiences). We then
employ the proposed game to solve the following problems: predict how much and
over which topics users will publish (user authorship prediction) and feedback (user
feedback prediction) in the future. Input data consist of a set of texts, author ids and
feedback counts (from audiences or other authors). Despite the formalmodel, themain
question addressed is therefore practical: whether is possible to exploit regularities
such as the previous (formally described by a game) to predict user behavior.

1.1 Model summary

Before discussing this problem and related work in detail, we outline the proposed
model with a two-player only example. LetDv be a v-dimensionalmetric space among
documents and y ∈ Dv an individual document. We consider Si (y), the likelihood
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Social media as author-audience games 2253

of user i authoring or posting y. We ask how posts from a second user j change i’s
posting behavior. Let a parameter β take values in [−1,+1], with -1 for user content
‘contagion’, +1 ‘dispersion’, and 0 no mutual relationship. Let then user i’s set of k
past documents be Ui = {yi0, yi1, . . . , yik} which is associated with a mean position xi
and Covariance Matrix Mi (resp. j,Uj , Mj ).

The game formulated is a formal argument, and a many-players generalization, for
the following Gaussian form for Si (y) over Dv:

Si (y;β) = N (xi , (M
−1
i − βM−1

j )),

= N (xi ,Σi ),
(1)

where xi ∈ Dv is the mean of positions Ui and Σi = M−1
i − βM−1

j . The position
xi and matrix Σi thus expresses players’ topical centrality and authorship ‘domain’
in the presence of others. When β = 0, players’ distributions are uncorrelated. The
distribution becomes the no-prior Maximum Likelihood Gaussian estimate over Dv .
The proposedmodel is therefore associated with the rejection of the hypothesis β = 0.
When β > 0, players are more likely to post in areas distant from other players’ posts
(that are ‘unattended’) while still close to their own. The formulation transforms the
user authorship prediction problem into a probability density estimation one, with an
across-author parameter β. The relationship in Eq. 1 has also a straightforward inter-
pretation in terms of a Mahalanobis distance metric (Bishop 2006; Goldberger et al.
2004;Kostinger et al. 2012) among players, x , and content, y. Learning ametric in such
approaches is often formulated as a combination of Covariance Matrices assembled
from data. In the present interpretation, players have their own Covariance Matrices,
and therefore individual metrics, but share β. The parameter β is a ‘macro-variable’
that serves to, at the same time, describe and predict behavior in the medium from the
easy-to-assemble player Covariance Matrices.

We also formulate a Hierarchical Bayesian Model to estimate β and Covariance
Matrices Σi simultaneously from training datasets with multiple players (assigning
them Uniform and Wishart priors respectively). The model thus also mitigates the
assumption of noiseless Covariance Matrices in commonMetric Learning approaches
(Goldberger et al. 2004; Kostinger et al. 2012; Weinberger and Saul 2009).

The proposed framework has therefore two closely related parts: a new Game-
theoretic model and a Bayesian generative model for content. The first is a formal
model for the social behavior of authors, denoted the Predator-Watch Model (PWM),
the second formulates how components of the first model can be estimated from real-
world authorship or feedback observations. Using metric distances in the game and
casting the estimation problem as a metric-learning problem ease the exposition in
both fronts.

After estimating the previous parameters across problems, we consider how accu-
rately Si (y;β) predicts users’ authoring behavior in held-out data.We consider several
text-based tasks: predict authors given a Wikipedia page, predict Wikipedia authors
behavior (will a user edit a page?), predict movie audiences’ feedback behavior and
predict feedback behavior in a large recipe sharing site. We compare performance to
LDA-based authorship models and other past solutions.
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1.2 Reader roadmap

We start by discussing related work. In particular, we review how social behav-
ior models and content modeling are typically connected (Sect. 2 Background and
Related Work). We then turn to a new game-theoretical model of behavior in social
media (Sect. 3 The Predator-Watch Model (PWM)). This is a mostly theoretical sec-
tion. It will motivate and justify the ensuing content modeling approach, including
the model and parameters that are later estimated. Users interested exclusively in
the proposed techniques may skip this section at first. The methodological sections
that follow then present the recommended Document Representation (Sect. 4, Game
and Document Representation), Document Metric (Sect. 5 Metric Learning), Model
parameter estimation (Sect. 5.2 Parameter Estimation) and implementation details
(Sect. 6 Complexity and Implementation). Finally, we use the proposed techniques to
study authorship and content exchange inWikipedia, the Movie industry and a Recipe
sharing website (Sect. 7 Experiments).

2 Background and related work

A single user’s decision to post in a medium depends simultaneously on the user’s
relationship to the medium’s current content and the user’s model of other users.
Models for these two problems,User-Content and User-User models (Fig. 1a), have
been developed across distinct research areas - with the combination of the two in
particular receiving little attention. A popular statistical User-Content Model is the
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Let Pi (w) be the probability of user i uttering a
word w. A natural first step is to consider the probability that the user will utter w,
P(w|i), given he or she decides to communicate, P(i). The latter describes a user’s
prior likelihood to communicate. LDA-like generative approaches attempt to estimate
the former distribution by assuming a latent set Z of user topics,

Pi (w) = P(i)P(w|i)
= P(i)

∑

z∈Z
P(w|z)P(z|i), (2)

and estimating, in turn, P(w|z) and P(z|i) from past or training text posts. LDA
therefore decomposes user distributions, Pi (w), into topic-word, P(w|z), and user-
topic, P(z|i), distributions.

User interests, authoring/feedback prediction, etc. then follow from Pi (w). Author-
ship prediction, in particular, has been addressed in the Author-Topic Model (ATM),
Dirichlet-Multinomial Regression (DMR) and other approaches by adding document
correlates or features to LDA (Pennacchiotti andGurumurthy 2011;Hong andDavison
2010; Cha and Cho 2012; Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004).

Social networkmodels of feedback (Szabó and Huberman 2010; Lerman 2007) and
content-propagation (Goyal et al. 2010;Radinsky et al. 2012; Franks et al. 2014),User-
User models, stipulate patterns (of interdependence) among users’ behavior but often
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ignore the semantic content of exchanged messages. Some have shown surprising
accuracy and parsimony when predicting user feedback from those of neighbors,
without modeling content. Beyond the algorithmic level, most of these follow, often
implicitly, the Behavior Contagion (BCM) (Degroot 1974; Nisan et al. 2007) view
of networks. The BCM has been studied extensively both in Economics (Bala and
Goyal 1998; Degroot 1974) and in the Multi-Agents literature (Korkmaz et al. 2014;
Olfati-Saber et al. 2007; Bosse et al. 2013; Grandi et al. 2015). The BCM is the central
game-theoretic model of behavior in social networks. There is also a history of games
in the study of both networks and language (Altman et al. 2006; Nisan et al. 2007;
Borgs et al. 2011; Benz et al. 2006; Wang and Gasser 2002; Steels 2012). As the best
framework we know to model inter-personal interaction, game theory should become
increasingly important in the study of technology-mediated content creation as well.

The BCM stipulates that behavior contagion, a type of social influence, is the
main driver of behavior in networks. Contagion is the propensity for certain behavior
exhibited by one person to be copied by his or her neighbors. The BCM is especially
well-suited to describe feedback behavior of networked individuals (Szabó andHuber-
man 2010; Lerman 2007; Korkmaz et al. 2014), which is often characterized by viral
feedback cascades. In the game, a player i starts with a noisy signal, Pi = N (xi ,Σi ),

where Σi ∈ R
n is an error term whose components have zero mean and Normal

distributions. This signal is therefore multi-dimensional on players and often unidi-
mensional or binary in ‘content’ (e.g., how much players like some content or an
opinion spectrum). The resulting game is then described by n individual distributions,
Pt (w) = (Pt

1(w), ..., Pt
n(w)), at time t . In the simplest case, player distributions are

updated to increasingly resemble those of neighbors,

P1
i (w) =

n∑

j=0

qi j P
0
j (w), (3)

where qi j is a function (often stochastic and Bayesian-based) expressing j’s influence
in i . Sometimes the function is based on individuals’ (self and/or others) precision
(Σ−1

i ) (Demarzo et al. 2003). The model has both theoretic and practical ramifica-
tions (Bala and Goyal 1998; Goyal et al. 2010), Fig. 1a, and has been used to study
both the short-term behavior of networked players, and the long-term equilibrium
of player distributions, under several conditions (network connectivity (Olfati-Saber
et al. 2007; Demarzo et al. 2003), learning procedures (Bala and Goyal 1998; Panait
and Luke 2005; Chamley 2004), trust (Tsang and Larson 2014; Grandi et al. 2015),
etc.)

Noticeably, however, the previous two models make complementary generative
assumptions about user content. LDA assumes that user content is generated from a
set of shared and stationary topics. Meanwhile, the BCM assumes that user opinion,
belief or interest (and thus ultimately content) is generated from the opinions, beliefs
or interests of neighbors. Notice that content plays no role in the BCM (only social
influence and connectivity). The BCM is, after all, a model of content propagation
(or ‘audiences’ in the framework below), with content creators often operating under
other (content-based) incentives like novelty and specialization.
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Fig. 1 a Models of user content and mutual social influence have been studied extensively both in theory
and applications, we consider a model where users model other users’ content, b illustration of the main
elements of the proposed authorship game (Predator Watch Model, PWM): author positions xi over an
unknown topical space D1 and audience viewership events (arrow), c Past page (+) and user (•) positions
in the Wikipedia ‘Living People’ Category, 01/01/2014, Wikipedia authors often self-disperse topically,
developing mutually complementary areas of expertise and interest

We thus consider whether there are advantages to studying models of content and
behavior under a common framework for user authorship, User-User-Content mod-
els. We assume users shape Pi (w) not from stationary topics or interests, but the topics
or interests of others sharing themedium (be they audience members or other authors).
We approach the estimation of Pi (w) by stipulating a prior behavior model like the
BCM, but one that (1) encompasses content, Fig. 1a, (2) consider authorship as a
strategic game between authors and audiences, and (3) does not assume strict conta-
gion - having a parameter β that indicates contagion to dispersion. This will couple
user distributions with a prior and parametric strategic model for authorship, leading
to closed-form distributions, Pi (w), that are easy to train with authoring and feedback
data.
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To that end, we assume that topics are sampled from, instead of a discrete set of
topics Z , a v-dimensional metric space Dv ,

Pi (w) = P(i)
∫

yk∈Dv

P(w|yk)P(yk |i),

P(yk |i) ∼ N (xi ,Σi ), (user − topic) (4)

where xi ∈ Dv is the (mean) position of user i’s past documents and Σi his topic
variance.1 Namely, this assumes a metric among documents d(yk, yv), where yk, yv ∈
Dv . And this will suggest that users model not only other individuals, like in the BCM,
but their high-dimensional positions in Dv (and thus, their mutually shared content).
The assumption thatDv is a metric space follows theMetric Learning literature (Bellet
et al. 2013; Bishop 2006). This will define a user-specific Mahalanobis metric based
on his or hers distribution N (xi ,Σi ).

3 The predator-watchmodel (PWM)

3.1 Game summary and background

We formulate a new game for online authorship where authors use (topical) models of
others to choose content. We frame the authorship problem as follows. Individuals can
either be authors (content-creators) or audience members (content-viewers). Author
publications or posts are subject to two sources of feedback: viewership from the shared
audience (positive) and corrections from other authors (negative).2 Considering space
Dv , and that the position of users are positions of their posted documents in Dv , the
problem becomes: where in this space will authors publish given they can observe the
positions of other authors and of audiencemembers?Authors can, for example, choose
to cover many topics superficially or focus on a few in detail. We formulate a solution
to this problem where authors maximize viewership while minimizing corrections
(author decisions thus depending on who they are sharing the medium with). This
multi-party decision problem can be solved with game theory. A new game is first
formulated in the interest of formal precision and communication. But it will also
directly motivate the authorship prediction approach in Sect. 5.

The game is at a description level similar to the BCM, making explicit user incen-
tives and their consequent collective behavior. Game solutions and representations
are two fundamental concepts in game theory. Game solutions often take the form of
an equilibrium. Like in other equilibria (e.g., chemical), a game equilibrium corre-
sponds to a state of no-change in the game. Under a Nash equilibrium, in particular,
a player does not gain anything from deviating from her chosen strategy, assuming
the other players keep their strategies unchanged. The equilibrium therefore formu-
lates player decisions when they are making them at the same time and the decision

1 Notice that we use x for user and y for documents but they are both positions in x, y ∈ Dv .
2 Notice we use the term ‘correction’ as an abstraction for the ‘amount’ of observable or unobservable
competition among authors.
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of one player takes into account the decisions of other players. Potential games are
games where player payoffs (a.k.a., utilities or gains) can be described by a continu-
ous potential function (Milchtaich 1996; Nisan et al. 2007)(Sect.19), a distance metric
being an example. The name and intuition behind these games come from typical
physical potential functions (e.g., gravity), where a potential function between two
points depend solely on their absolute distance. In the game setting, this implies that
distances in some prior space are sufficient to describe players’ utilities. The previous
player-content metric assumptions therefore suggest this subclass of games. Potential
games have specific and well-known equilibria properties, and we describe a solution
in this framework.

Games with uncertainties are often represented with a probabilistic simplex. Let A
be the set of actions players can take, which is often called the game pure strategy set.
Define Dv

A as the simplex of A, the set of discrete probability distributions over A,

Dv
A : {y ∈ R

v : y(0) + · · · + y(v−1) = 1, y(a) ≥ 0, a = 0, . . . , v−1}. (5)

A mixed strategy for player i is, in turn, a position in this space, xi ∈ Dv
A, whose

components define the probability that the player will take each action a ∈ A (e.g.,
utter the word a). We next formulate the game and its solution. Later, we will define
a simplex-based representation for documents, which serves as game representation
and topic-word distributions. For a more extensive overview of social behavior and
game-theory, we recommend (Nisan et al. 2007) (in particular, chapters 19 and 24).

3.2 The predator-watchmodel

Consider the following abstract game. A tribe is vulnerable to predator attacks and
detecting them reliably is of great value. The game consists of n players, who can
communicate with alarm calls, one predator that can attack from any position (with
an unknown distribution), and is played over a v-dimensional metric spaceDv

A. In this
abstract game, authors correspond to tribe members and the audience to the predator
whose time-changing position tribemembers jointly try to predict.We reserve theword
‘player’ to refer to authors (defining the ‘predator’ as a single player that encapsulates
the entire audience).

A player i can position himself around the tribe perimeter and survey for the preda-
tor. His strategic choice N (xi ,Σi ) consists then of a position, xi ∈ Dv

A, and the area
he surveys, a dispersion matrixΣi ∈ R

v×v . Table 2 summarizes the notation used and
Fig. 1b illustrates informally the game main elements (with player areas shown as cir-
cle segments and a single attack as an arrow). A player can cover the entire perimeter
(all directions) but, as consequence, will be erratic. Players can, instead, cover smaller
areas and inter-communicate. With an increasing player count n, players can detect
the predator this way with increasing precision. Like the BCM, the game is therefore
described by player distributions, St (y) = {St1(y), . . . , Stn(y)}.

We study this game as an abstraction for social-media authorship at a given point
in time. We take predator spottings as audience views 3 and player-covered areas as

3 An event where an audience member views some content, such as Wikipedia page views.
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Table 2 Model notation
summary

Symbol ∈ Description

Dv
A R

v v-dimensional simplex the game is
played over, its dimensions A are
an abstract set of words that
capture shared content (see Sect. 4)

yk Dv
A mixture of words and document k’s

position in Dv
A

xi Dv
A player i’s position in Dv

A , the mean
position of his or her past
documents.

S0(y) [0,+1] audience’s probability of reading y

Si (y) [0,+1] author i’s probability of authoring y,
0 < i ≤ n

Σi R
v×v player i’s topic range

|Σi | R
+ player i’s area, the norm of Σi and a

semantically-informed estimate for
i’s topic range.

β [-1,+1] across-author incentive for topic
specialization.

λt (i, j) R
+ payoff for player i in a 2-player game

with j at time t .

w1(y) {1, 2, . . . , n} the closest player to y.

w2(y) {1, 2, . . . , n} the second-closest player to y.

players’ topics. Figure 1c shows past pages (‘spottings’) as crosses in the ‘Living
people’ Wikipedia Category and the positions of its 6 most active authors as circles
(01/01/2014, with the learned metric, projected to 2D with PCA). The abstraction is
interesting because it articulates, with minimal elements, that to choose a position xi ,
a player must not only take into account some externality (the predator’s position),
but also all other players (the positions of all networked individuals). We start by
framing the game as a statistical problem, followed by its utility structure, equilibria
and parameters.

3.3 Area, precision and payoffs

Theplayer’s chosen position, xi , serves as a hypothesis (with an alarmbringing forward
the hypothesis that the predator is at xi ). We are interested in the random variable
Y ∈ Dv

A of predator attack positions. We use y ∈ Dv
A for both a generic document

position or an audience view (predator) position, according to context. Suppose then
there are two players, i and j , and thus two alternative hypotheses about the variable’s
probability distribution. Let’s assume that the predator plays with density S0(Y ), and
players i and j with Si = N (xi ,Σi ) and S j = N (x j ,Σ j ). Notice that we index the
predator with 0 and players 0 < i, j ≤ n.

We relate the game’s three main elements (player area, precision and payoffs) with
these distributions. The relationship between the first two corresponds to the familiar
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relationship between players’ Covariance and Precision Matrices. If a player chooses
a wide area ‖Σi‖ (which may allow him to detect many attacks), he will suffer in
precision ‖Σ−1

i ‖ (becoming more vulnerable to corrections from others). In a 1D
space, this reduces to scalar variances σi and their reciprocal (i.e., the precision σ−1

i ).
Authors publishing across diverse topics can capture many views (receive positive
feedback) but, at the same time, they risk being corrected (receive negative feedback)
when competing with other authors for viewership.

To consider player payoffs, start with an attack y at time t . Let y be a random
independent sample on Y , and consider the problem of deciding whether the true
distribution of Y is Si or S j . According to the Neyman-Pearson Lemma, the decision
should be based on

λt (i, j) = log

{
Si (y)

S j (y)

}
, (6)

the likelihood ratio. Large values of λt (i, j) favour the hypothesis associated with Si
and vice-versa. The ratio leads, in turn, to a family of optimal tests (O’Hagan and
Forster 2004), each determined by a critical level b and the rule: decide in favour of i
according to

∑t
k=1 λk(i, j) > b.

We take λt (i, j) as the payoff for player i in a 2-player game at time t . Payoffs
are thus derived from a relative measure of precision, and not the (incommensurate)
absolute precisionwithwhich players detect the predator. This is in linewith the notion
that players are rewarded in proportion to how much they can correct (less accurate)
others.

We next generalize this 2-player utility structure to a n-player game with a set
Y t = {y1, . . . yt } of previous attacks and t � n.

3.4 Equilibrium

The winner at time t is the player that spots the predator (at position y) without being
corrected, as he can ‘undercut’ (correct the corrections of) all other players. So, we
say that y is spotted by player w1(y),

w1(y) = argmax
i

λt (i, 0), (7)

or, w1 for short. And we say that the predator is spotted at that time with (absolute)
precision λ0 = λt (w1(y), 0).

Players gain from correcting others, but each player can only correct less precise
others. The ‘amount of correction’ playerw1(y) is guaranteed (above all other players)
is then related to the precision of the second most precise player,

w2(y) = argmax
j, j �=w1(y)

λt ( j, 0). (8)

We say therefore that thewinnerw1(y) spotted the predatorwith (relative) precision
λ1 = λt (w1(y), w2(y)).
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While w1(y) defines the winner, λ0 and λ1 define predator and player payoffs.
Next, we imagine the predator gains by being spotted more erratically and a possible
payoff for it is −λ0.4 On the other hand, a player w1(y) is guaranteed to be λ1 more
precise than all others. Thus, the game total payoff is the sum of predator and players’
payoffs, for all spottings,

Φ = − log
∏

y∈Y t

Sw1(y)

S0(y)
+ log

∏

y∈Y t

Sw1(y)

Sw2(y)
, (9a)

= log
∏

y∈Y t

S0(y)

Sw2(y)
. (9b)

Using the game as a prior, we will estimate players’ distributions Si (y), 0 < i ≤ n,
but not S0(y) directly. S0(y) is, however, analytically very significant. Equation 9 indi-
cates that, collectively, players optimize a ratio between likelihood of attack, S0(y),
and distance to others, Sw2(y). We can get some insight about equilibria by reducing
this game to a potential gamewith potentialΦ.5 In a potential game, the potential max-
ima are Nash Equilibria. And, in this case, it is the global maximum of Φ, indicating
that precision increases incrementally with the addition of players.

3.5 A parametric PWM

As an analytic model, the PWM can be used in different ways, one possibility is
introducing and estimating relevant parameters. With the assumption that players’
areas are described by a Normal Distribution (with xi as player i’s position and Σi

Covariance Matrix), each authorship or feedback event y carries information about
the ratio

Si (y)

S j (y)
= N (y − xi ,Σi )

N (y − x j ,Σ j )
. (10)

where w1 = i and w2 = j . We discuss alternatives for Dv
A - x, y ∈ Dv

A - across
domains below. This type of representation and the consequent optimization problem,
including Gaussian assumptions, appears sometimes across research fields (Moghad-
dam et al. 1998; Dong et al. 2018; Hillel and Weinshall 2007; Kostinger et al. 2012;
Chen et al. 2019). Equation 10 is naturally associated with a distance function

di (y) = (y − xi )
T
[
Σ−1

i − Σ−1
j

]
(y − xi ). (11)

4 similar to Games Against Nature in Statistics (Blackwell and Girshick 1980) or Adversarial Training
in Machine Learning (Goodfellow et al. 2018; Weinberger and Saul 2009), this stipulates that the best a
player can do is to assume the other player will, also, do the best they can do. In the PWM, players organize
to minimize risk of surprise (attacks) against a strategic opponent that, symmetrically, maximizes it. Such
two-sided solutions often lead to robust strategies.
5 The simple proof that Φ is a potential function is available in the Appendix, Sect. 1.
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Learning this distance function (i.e., used by player i in this abstract game) corre-
sponds to estimating the Covariance Matrices Σi and Σ j .

We add a parameter β to this common representation which controls the mutual
influence of content on players’ decisions,

di (y) = (y − xi )
T
[
Σ−1

i − βΣ−1
j

]
(y − xi ), (12)

when β = 0 players decisions are uncorrelated and when β > 0 content from other
players have a deterring influence on players’ topic decisions. Themetric is associated,
in turn, with the revised ratio

log
Sw1(y)

Sw2(y)
β
. (13)

In the PWM, the parameter is interpreted as the ratio, and relative significance,
of predator attacks (content views) and other players (content corrections). After dis-
cussing document representation and metric learning in further detail, we introduce a
Bayesian framework that can estimate β and Σi simultaneously. Estimating a Max-
imum a posteriori (MAP) likelihood β and Covariance Matrices Σi across players
leads to a shared MAP metric. Finally, we will use the resulting individual player
distributions to predict user behavior and β as a parameter to describe topic dispersion
or contagion in social media.

4 Game and document representation

To simplify and scale the approach to large corpora, we assume a simple document
representation and topic-word distribution, P(w|yk). Table 1 summarizes how doc-
uments are represented in each of the studied domains, namely, as bags-of-verbs or
bags-of-ingredients.

Consider, for example, a set A of known verbs of size v. A document k can be
represented by a position yk in the simplex of actions Dv

A, having coordinates

yk(a) = ck(a)∑
a∈A ck(a)

, (14)

with ck a v-sized vector where coordinate a ∈ A has the number of times k mentions a.
For Wikipedia, these coordinates then represent a page describing a real-world entity
and its possible ‘actions’ (taken altogether, the entity behavior), with P(a|yk) = yk(a).
Since actions are simplex corners, this also puts actions and players in a common space.
This is a simple but common representation in game theory.

We can now consider user i’s set of authored documents,Ui ⊂ Dv
A.We have defined

a user’s position as the mean position over these documents,

xi (a) = 1

|Ui |
∑

yk∈Ui

yk(a). (15)
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We thus define the Mahalanobis distance between a user i and document k as

di (xi , yk) = (xi − yk)
TΣi (xi − yk), (16)

where Σi are v × v Covariance Matrices to be learned. We denoted Dv
A, in particular,

themetric spacewith dimensions from A. This definitionmakes the optimizingmetrics
space, Dv

A, the cone of symmetric positive definite v × v real-valued matrices (Bar-
Hillel et al. 2005). The use of CovarianceMatrices to define and learn distance metrics
is commonplace in Metric Learning research (Bellet et al. 2013).

With the previous elements, we can formulate the final stochastic model employed
in this article as

Pi (a) = P(i)
∫

yk∈Dv
A

P(a|yk)P(yk |i),

P(yk |i) ∼ N (xi ,Σi ), (user − document)

P(a|yk), yk ∈ Dv
A, (document − word) (17)

where document-word distributions, P(a|yk), are defined over actions in A and user
distributions, P(yk |i), over documents.

5 Metric learning

Metric Learning is formulated in this article largely as the problemof estimatingβ. The
parameter was formulated in the PWM from a relationship among players’ Covariance
Matrices. In the Mahalanobis Metric Learning literature (Bishop 2006; Goldberger
et al. 2004; Kostinger et al. 2012), learning is often unsupervised. It proceeds by
assembling a Covariance Matrix from pairwise differences over data points, which is
then inverted to provide the metric. Here, the metric does not follow deterministically
from a single player CovarianceMatrix, as it depends on the parameterβ that relates all
players’CovarianceMatrices. The parameterβ will carry, in fact,most of the predictive
power in the trained models. It is seen as a property of the medium and serves to both
predict and describe behavior in the studied medium from its players’ Covariance
Matrices. The overall training procedure will consist therefore of assembling player
Covariance Matrices, and then, finding a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate for
β that is predictive of players’ behavior, collectively.

5.1 Player metrics

AMahalanobis metric associates a high-dimensional central position with a Gaussian
mean and distances from that position with a Covariance Matrix. Since the position
xi for a fixed player i is noisily observed (from her past documents), the main goal
of inference is her distance to all other players, x j , and all content, y. Fixing the
player leads to a player-specific metric (all player metrics related by β). We take
xi and β as given in this section and consider only two players. We return to the
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estimation of xi and β, and all players, in the next section. Because, in each player-
specific metric, xi is fixed, it becomes convenient to express Eq. 13 as a ratio from
the mean. This is a common strategy in Mahalanobis Metric Learning (Hillel and
Weinshall 2007; Kostinger et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2019) - as it allows the metric to be
formulated exclusively with operations over Covariance Matrices. In this case, each
player distribution is centered at the mean, N (0, Mi ), where Mi has been biased to
reflect the fixed mean.

Consider then the displacement vector between player i’s position, xi , and her
documents’ positions yk ∈ Ui , yk − xi . Represent this vector set with a zero-mean
Gaussian N (0, Mi ) where the Covariance Matrix is

Mi = 1

|Ui |
∑

yk∈Ui

(yk − xi ) (yk − xi )
T . (18)

The matrix is defined similarly for other players.
Assume that w1(yk) = i and w2(yk) = j are the two nearest users to yk . Given

the PWM, the first is known since player i authored yk . The player j is only known
a priori in a two-player game. According to the model, Eq. 13, player i’s strategy in
this case is to maximize the ratio

log

{ N (0, Mi )

N (0, Mj )β

}
. (19)

For multiple players, the problem becomes that of changing the metric such that the
ratio is increasingly larger when w2 is also unknown. The accumulated metric change
from millions of players is achieved here by random sampling distinct players and
adjusting the metric with each pair. This step is spelled out in the next section. Before
that, we consider the pairwise (i.e., two-player) case, whose logic follows closely
recent work in large-scale Mahalanobis Metric Learning (Hillel and Weinshall 2007;
Kostinger et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2019).

For player i and j , Eq. 19 is

log

{ N (0, Mi )

N (0, Mj )β

}
,

= logN (0, Mi ) − β logN (0, Mj ),

= log
exp

(
− 1

2 (yk−xi )T M
−1
i (yk−xi )

)

√
2π |Mi |

(20a)

−β log
exp

(
− 1

2 (yk − xi )T M
−1
j (yk − xi )

)

√
2π |Mj |

,

= (yk − xi )
T M−1

i (yk − xi ) + log |Mi |
−(yk − xi )

TβM−1
j (yk − xi ) + β log |Mj | + Const ., (20b)
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Fig. 2 Graphical Model for the estimation of PWM parameters as a Hierarchical Gaussian Mixture, hierar-
chical models consider possible errors in the measuring of model variables, posterior variables are bolded,
for player i , xi and yk are posterior player and document positions,Mj are player Covariance Matrices, β is
a medium parameter, π is a mixture weight, hi is an author-document indicator and Mj , xi , ξ, σ (non-bold)
are priors for the previous variables, assuming they follow Wishart and Normal distributions

since the log and constant terms in Eq. 20b are offsets (Hillel and Weinshall 2007;
Kostinger et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2019) for a given player, they are ignored. The
Mahalanobis metric that maximizes the previous log-ratio test (and also corresponds
to the least-squares Gaussian Maximum Likelihood estimate from the mean, given β)
is then

dβ
i (xi , yk) = (yk − xi )

T (M−1
i − βM−1

j )(yk − xi ), (21)

and, thus, we make Σi = (M−1
i − βM−1

j ). We can finally formulate player i’s distri-
bution (considering the influence of other players) as

Si (y;β) = N (xi ,Σi ). (22)

5.2 Parameter estimation

We now describe a Bayesian Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimation procedure for
β and CovarianceMatricesΣi . Beyond generalizing the previous two-player case, this
has the extended benefit of modeling measurement errors in the estimation of player
positions xi , matrices Σi and parameter β (Steinberg et al. 2015). We assign them
Gaussian, Wishart and Uniform priors respectively,

xi ∼ N (xi , σ (Mi
−1 − βMj

−1)),

β ∼ U ([-1,+1]),
Mj ∼ W(Mj , ξ),

π ∼ Dir(β),

(23)
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where σ and ξ are error parameters (posterior variables bolded) and U ([-1,+1]) is
the unidimensional uniform distribution in the interval [-1,+1].

We considered that all authored documents yk ∈ Dv
A are drawn from a mixture of

n author distributions,

P(yk) ∼
n∑

i=0

πiN (y|xi,Σi ), (24)

whereπ = πn
i=1 aremixtureweights,πi ∈ [0, 1], and∑n

i=1 πi = 1. Correspondingly,
xi and ˝i are the posterior means and inverse Covariance Matrices, ˝i = σ(Mi

−1 −
βMj

−1), for each author.
As before, we call i a document’s author and j opponents (other players). While

player w1 = i is known a priori (who authored or fedback a document), we make
the assignment of player w2 random, with the probability that a player j is w2 = j
following the estimated mixture weights π and a categorical distribution.

The detailed implementation for this estimation procedure is based on a common
Hierarchical Bayesian Gaussian Mixture Model. It is the simplest such hierarchical
model in the range currently in use for image or cluster models (Steinberg et al.
2015). Steinberg (Steinberg et al. 2015) provides a good summary for these models
and techniques. Images are in the present case replaced by the document repre-
sentation defined by Eq. 18. The resulting procedure continuously draw opponents
w2 = j that can serve as evidence to adjust parameters in a Bayesian fashion.
Accordingly, the matrix Mi is fixed for each author, Eq. 18, while Mj is esti-
mated iteratively. For large-scale media with thousands or millions of authors is
reasonable to assume that Mj is the same for all authors. Mi expresses authors’
specialization or deviation from Mj , which, in turn, expresses common or shared
knowledge.

The graphical model of the process is shown in Fig. 2. We denoted fk the feedback
received by document k, which is an integral count. The counts used in experiments
are summarized in Table 1 (counts of views, edit reversals, revenue dollars and yums).
It is common (Steinberg et al. 2015) to also introduce an auxiliary indicator variable,
H = hKk=1, where hk ∈ {1, ..., n} and K is the number of documents used for training.
The variable hk randomly assigns an opponent w2 to each training observation (i.e.,
an alternative author j), and thus Gaussian component, leading to the conditional
relationship

yk |hk ∼
n∏

j=0

N (yk |xi,Σi )
1[hk= j], (25)

where 1[.] takes value 1 when the bracketed expression is true, and 0 otherwise.
Both sampled documents k and opponents hk are distributed according to Categorical
distributions,
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k ∼ Categ

(
fk/

K∑

v=0

fv

)
,

hk ∼ Categ(π) =
n∏

j=0

π
1[hk= j]
j .

(26)

This is justified by heterogeneity in players’ influence across social media, which
is the central concept in many social media models (Goyal et al. 2010; Cosley et al.
2010; Demarzo et al. 2003).

A useful way of thinking (Bishop 2006; Steinberg et al. 2015) about Bayesian
MixtureModels is to imagine that each data point y is associatedwith a latent indicator
variable hk ∈ {1, ..., n} specifying which mixture component generated that data
point. These assignments are analogous to class labels in a Bayesian classifier, except
that they are now stochastic. In the present case, labels correspond to opponents. The
pairwisemodel in Eq. 21 is then used to establish a generative relationship between the
author, selected opponent and observation yk . We write, as a result, the final published
content log-likelihood as the product of the indicator distribution, Categ(π), and the
authorship distribution, N (yk |xi,Σi ), which is what Eq. 25 expresses. The central
outcome is a MAP estimate for β and Covariance Matrix Σi which are used for
authorship prediction.

The resulting sampling procedure is implementedwith variational Bayes (Steinberg
et al. 2015; Attias 1999) and is summarized as follows:

1. Draw K documents k ∼ Categ( fk/
∑K

v=0 fv).
2. Draw β and mixture weights π ∼ Dir(β).
3. For each training document, k ∈ 1, ..., K ,

(a) Draw an alternative author hk ∼ Categ(π).
(b) Draw author parameters xi,Σi , with yk |(hk = j) ∼

N (xi,Σi ).

6 Complexity and implementation

The previous particular solution and representation favors scalability. First, the set of
verbs is typically limited (and has simpler and more ‘stable’ meanings than those in
names and entities collections). The CovarianceMatrices are all square v, not n (e.g., v
is 2 orders ofmagnitude smaller in the studieddomains).Representingplayers as sparse
vectors over this limited lexicon curtails memory requirements with content growth
(i.e., more documents). Second, metric learning (Eq. 21), and the matrix inversions it
requires, can be implemented with a Cholesky-Decomposition (Bar-Hillel et al. 2005;
Kostinger et al. 2012), avoiding the complexity of a full-SVD or other more complex
computations typical in Metric Learning (Weinberger and Saul 2009).
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We can now consider how to calculate the vectorial representation for each docu-
ment. This amounts to simple verb or ingredient frequency counts, Eq. 14, for each
document in a medium. Each user is then associated with a document and vector set
Ui .

To parse verbs,we used (sen 2014) for sentence boundary and (Collobert et al. 2011)
for semantic role labeling of text fragments, both containing good quality/complexity
trade-offs. An inverted document index from the set of all strings with semantic roles
of action to documents is built from the labeler output. The resulting verb lexicon
A is also transformed to root form with a morphological dictionary (xta 2014). The
index allows the efficient calculation of document-verb counts and user-document
indicators. With these, we can then calculate Eq. 14 for each document and Eq. 15 for
each user.

All documents are processed chronologically. For Wikipedia, pre-processing
involves a further Wiki-text parser and the inverted index used is a pre-trained link-
resolver dataset (Singh et al. 2012) that outputs Wikipedia page titles. For movie
scripts, dialogue text is ignored. For recipes, ingredients are listed in separate, and
easily parsed, document sections and no lexical labeling is necessary. We discuss
further problem-specific details in the experimental section.

With the document representation, Ui , we can calculate user positions xi (Eq. 14,
15), followed by matrices Mi for each player (Eq. 20b). The final player distributions
(Eq. 22) can be easily obtained from these matrices after parameter estimation. The
training procedure is therefore summarized by the following steps

Input: Set of k Authored or Shared Documents from each
of n users, 0 < i ≤ n, and their feedback counts fk .
Output: Set of Distributions for each user, Si =
N (xi ,Σi ).

1. Transform user documents to vectorial form, Ui , using
Semantic Role Extraction and word frequency counts,
0 < i ≤ n,

2. Calculate themedium’s β andmatricesΣi using the Hier-
archical Bayesian Model,

3. Calculate individual user distributions, Si = N (xi ,Σi ),
consisting of user positions, xi , and Covariance matrices,
Σi .

7 Experiments

All datasets consist of documents labeled with author ids, feedback counts and time
stamps. They exemplify different uses of media. In all cases, feedback variables fk are
counts (feedback aggregates), which are commonly found across social and general
media datasets. We start with authorship prediction, then turn to feedback prediction.
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We compare performance of the model by reproducing multiple previous studies
and extending them with the proposed method and state-of-the-art topic model
methods such as the Dirichlet-Multinomial Regression (DMR) (Mimno and McCal-
lum 2008). In particular, we consider accuracy gains brought by the devised metric,
when we add it (or fully replace) the feature sets of different studies. We will review
the original experimental protocols but more details are available in the original pub-
lications in each case.

7.1 Wikipedia

We start with authorship in Wikipedia from its inception to current days. We use the
PWM to predict user authoring behavior - author given documents or editing behavior
given author. Wikipedia is a public corpus and has been used in previous studies (see
below). We pay special attention to author behavior prediction in this case (which
topics and how much users will publish over in the future). We take documents to be
Wikipedia pages (a person, country, etc.) and authors to be page editors. All results
use theMay 1st 2015Wikipedia dump. This involves approximately 2.9M pages, 11M
(registered) users, 200k verbs and 700M edit reversals. Edit reversals are Wikipedia
edits that are not accepted. We then calculate player distributions (Eq. 22) for every
user.

To calculate these distributions, we first carry out a MAP estimation of β and Mj

(Sect. 5.2). For convenience, we consider a Wikipedia parameter training subsample,
consisting of the 300k most viewed pages (Wikimedia 2012) and all their editors
(including authors) until 01/01/2010.

Before evaluating prediction performance, let’s consider the resultant distance met-
ric. Consider a given document y and a document author i , define author-to-doc and
other-to-doc distances to be di (xi , y) and di (xŵ2 , y), where w2 is the closest user to
y among all other users,

ŵ2 = argmin
j, j �=i

dβ
j (x j , y), (27)

according to the trainedmodel. The PWM suggests that users will edit documents both
close to them and distant to others. Informally, these correspond to documents that
are, simultaneously, of interest to the user and ‘unattended’. The ratio between these
two distances correspond to the ratio in Eq. 9a when w1 = i and w2 = j . Figure 3a
shows a histogram with counts of author-to-doc and other-to-doc combinations for all
Wikipedia page edits. Each cell counts edits with a given combination (discretized
in 50-by-50 subranges). It illustrates Wikipedia users’ propensity to edit documents
that are close to their positions (his or hers past documents) while simultaneously
distant to other authors. Notice that Wikipedia pages have multiple authors and this is
a stochastic relation.

Wikipedia dumps (and Wikipedia itself through its user interface) provide author-
ship information. Audience behavior is, however, also available from a Wikimedia
site, as a dataset of Wikipedia page views (Wikimedia 2012). We can repeat the previ-
ous procedure using, instead, audience data and positive feedback (page views). The
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Fig. 3 a User to document distances for every Wikipedia edit, each cell in the 50 × 50 histogram counts
the number of edits with a given combination of author-to-doc and other-to-doc distances (see text for
definitions), all edits observed in Wikipedia until 01/01/2016, users edit pages that are both close to their
previous edits and distant from others’ edits, b repeated results using page view data (instead of edit
reversals), c MAP β estimates for Wikipedia with (e) edit reversals and (v) page view data

existence of an equilibrium between authors and audience imply parameters and dis-
tances should be the same when using feedback from authors or audience.6 Figure 3b
reproduces the previous histogram in this case and Fig. 3c shows β estimates in the
two cases.

Althoughwe focus on behavior prediction in this article, parameters can also be used
to help describe and understand behavior in themedium through time. Figure 4a shows
the increase in estimated β with Wikipedia’s increasing author base. This suggests
how the increase in author numbers leads to increased incentives for ‘specialization’
(authors’ tendency to publish over increasingly similar documents).

7.1.1 Wikipedia challenge

We are aware of four results that outperform pure contagion models (Cosley et al.
2010) when predicting Wikipedia user behavior: two Wikipedia Participation Chal-
lenge entries, recent topic models (Cha and Cho 2012; Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004) and a
recent Graphical Model (Zhang et al. 2014).

We first consider the ‘Wikipedia Participation Challenge’ sponsored by Wikipedia
itself (theWikimedia foundation), it ‘challenge[d] participants... to predict the number
of edits an editor will make five months from the end date of the training dataset’ (wik
2012). The challenge grew out of a practical social media problem, that ‘between 2005
and 2007, newbies started having real trouble successfully joining the Wikimedia
community... the community ha[s] become too hard to penetrate...’ The challenge
made available a>3GB dataset of randomly sampled pages and edits from the English
Wikipedia from January 2001 to August 2010. But participants were also allowed to
use any pre-September 2010 data from Wikipedia dumps. Accuracy was measured

6 In Eq. 9, distributions S0 (audience views) and Sw2 (author corrections) are symmetric except for the
sign, leading to similar Eq. 19.
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Table 3 Wikipedia Participation Challenge: Will a given user edit any pages?

Prediction Error (RMSLE)

Classifier/Feature-
set

Top-1 Top-2 PWM DMR Top1 +PWM Top2 +PWM Top1+DMR Top2+DMR

Logistic (wik
2012)

0.79 0.85 0.4003 0.97 0.3145 0.3099 0.4179 0.3991

Random Forest
(wik 2012)

0.86 0.84 0.3647 0.9576 0.29184 0.27786 0.3923 0.3719

(perplexity score) – – 0.4098 1.1281 – – – –

in Root Mean Squared Logarithmic Error (‘RMSLE’), with the Wikimedia in-house
solution starting at 1.47708, and the final winner reaching 0.791274 (Table 3).

For any user, the first task asks whether users will remain active Wikipedia con-
tributors (edit any pages 5 months in the future). No submitted solution attempted to
use (natural language) edit/page content, with the top two training (resp., linear and
random-forest) binary regressors for users (with outputs: will-edit and not). The first
used 13 features (2 based on reverts and 11 on past editing behavior) and the second
206 (with edit timing and editing volume deemed most informative). Description and
code are open-source (wik 2012).

Since the challenge involves per-user binary prediction, we trained the same regres-
sors as the top-two entries but used Eq. 22 as single feature (PWM) or as an additional
feature (Top1+PWM and Top2+PWM) to the previous best-performing solutions.
Top1 is the set of features used by the challenge’s winner and Top2 by the runner-up.
We also repeated this procedure using the probability of an unseen document (page)
given a user as given by a Dirichlet-Multinomial Regression (DMR) topic model (for
details, see the next subsection). The PWM and DMR features suggest the relative
predictive power of content (text). A Random Forest classifier (n = 200) with added
PWM features generates the lowest RMSLE, 0.27786 (Table 3). The RMSLE in this
case is

ε =
√√√√1

n̂

n̂∑

i=1

(log(pi + 1) − log(ai + 1))2, (28)

where n̂ is the total number of users in the test data set, pi is the regressor output, and
ai is the actual response for user i .

In addition to identifying the best performing algorithm, this also indicates how the
different features contribute to prediction. Performance deteriorates when any of the
text-based features are removed; indicating that content can contribute to user behavior
prediction. Measured by RMSLE, PWM features are the biggest single contributor as
the regressors without them see the greatest deterioration, followed by DMR. The
single-feature PWM reaches RMSLE close to the best (Top2+PWM) and gains less
than the DMR from other features. This demonstrates that the PWM incorporates
global social media information succinctly into its authorship predictions.
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7.1.2 User graphical and topic models

The other behavior prediction results highlight another side of this problem, predict-
ing user interests (i.e., which individual pages a user is likely to edit). Since we took
Wikipedia pages as possible documents, Eq. 22 predicts interest directly (no regression
needed). We start with the experiment and solution proposed by Zhang et al. (2014).
They define a bipartite user-page graph and use the sum-product algorithm. They stud-
ied different graphs. Graph edges were derived fromWikipedia users’ social networks
and pages’ subject categories (thus making use of the Encyclopedia-like ontologi-
cal relationships curated in Wikipedia). Authors report F1-Accuracy of their solution,
0.87, and the standard content-based recommendation system of Segaran (2007), 0.37.
They use a subset of 700 editors in the Wikipedia Category C1 = ‘Wikipedians inter-
ested in art’. PWM scores a F1-Accuracy of 0.912 on (the same) 3-months interval
(Table 4). We disregard Wikipedia ‘social’ or category data but use page text.

We also performed the task with subsequent semesters of Wikipedia data, Fig. 4b.
Scores suggest how β estimates converge with sequential edits. Figure 4c shows per-
formance with a percentage of largest-area only users (i.e., with area-ordered and
increasing n in Eq. 20b). It suggests that most performance can be ascribed to the 10th
percentile area users.

The Dirichlet-Multinomial Regression (Mimno andMcCallum 2008) extends LDA
to take meta-information (e.g., document features). Author information is typically
introduced with binary author indicator features (Mimno and McCallum 2008). The
model’s ability to predict authors of a held-out document conditioned on the words
(‘author prediction’) have shown to outperform significantly the Author-Topic Model
(ATM) (Mimno andMcCallum 2008; Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004). This is done by defining
a non-author-specific Dirichlet prior on topics (i.e., the prior for a document with no
observed features).

We use DMR on the experiment of (Zhang et al. 2014) and extend it with other four
Wikipedia categories (using the same protocol and train/test timeline). The categories
are C2 = ‘Wikipedians with PhD degrees’ (n = 1, 073), C3 = ‘American Wikipedi-
ans’ (n = 4, 396), C4 = ‘Wikipedians in England’ (n = 1, 568), C5 = ‘Wikipedians in
Canada’ (n = 1, 409). We report DMR performance with author indicators (Mimno
and McCallum 2008) or distance-to-doc (as given by the PWM). In the first (DMR),
feature vectors (of size n) are binary and indicate whether the author edited the doc-
ument/page. In the second (DMR+PWM), feature vectors contain author-document
distances calculated with Eq. 22. We use 100 topics and optimizations as in Mimno
andMcCallum (2008). The results, Table 4, are reminiscent of the previous edit-or-not
study, indicating that the PWM prior ‘social’ model carries predictive power. Table 4
(bottom row) additionally shows perplexity scores often reported for LDA solutions,
which suggests that themodel can also help ameliorate the data requirement of genera-
tive models (an often-noted downside). The PWMwithout any generative component,
on the other hand, gives a simple and scalable alternative to LDA in this dataset,
requiring only the estimation of a medium wide parameter β that characterizes user
behavior in the medium. Knowing β forWikipedia, in particular, allows author behav-
ior prediction with simple matrix operations.
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Fig. 4 a Parameter β estimated across Wikipedia history (2007-16), dispersion grew until 2008 when it
reached a tableaux with slower growth, b PWM accuracy versus % edits taken chronologically (abscissa
in log-scale), (c) PWM accuracy versus percentage of documents ordered by |Σk | (abscissae in log-scale),
(d) MAP β estimates for (e) Wikipedia using edit reversal data, (v) Wikipedia using page view data, (m)
movie scripts using box-office revenue, (r) food and drink recipes using yum counts; while all media are
dispersive, Wikipedia is the most topically dispersive medium

7.2 Movie scripts and recipes

We considered Wikipedia user behavior (authorship) prediction in the previous sec-
tion. We now consider a second large-scale authorship scenario where authors are
simultaneously aware of other authors and their audience. The problem of predicting
the success of movies has been studied extensively (Lash and Zhao 2016; Ghiassi et al.
2015; Eliashberg et al. 2014). The most typical features used have been pre-release
movie features such as movie genre, actors, audience demographics and production
values. More recently, attention has turned to textual data such as plot summaries,
reviews and scripts.
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Table 4 Wikipedia User Behavior Prediction: Which pages a given user will edit?

Accuracy (F1)

Algorithm/Experiment C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

CF (Segaran 2007) 0.37 – – – –

Sum-Product (Zhang et al. 2014) 0.87 – – – –

PWM 0.944 0.8789 0.9389 0.9211 0.9632

DMR 0.761 0.5899 0.8010 0.7599 0.8118

DMR+PWM 0.942 0.8989 0.9579 0.8900 0.9576

Table 5 Movie-Scripts Box-office prediction: Will audiences pay to watch a movie?

Feature-
set/Regressor

Mean-Square Error (MSE)

Bayesian Additive Regression Tree (BART) Kernel-II

Budget+Structure+LSA
(Eliashberg et al.
2014)

0.5342 0.4219

Budget+Structure+DMLR 0.4012 0.3712

Budget+Structure+DMLRA 0.3989 0.3638

Budget+Structure+PWM 0.3104 0.2791

We reproduce the study of Eliashberg et al. (2014), who are the first to use the
full text of scripts. We take Authors to be directors in this case. The study uses four
classes of features to predict box-office performance, which the authors call: genre
and ‘content’ variables, structure variables, LSA variables and the production budget
(in dollars). The first set of variables is obtained from questionnaires administered to
independent readers. Responders were asked to identify important aspects of scripts
often used by screen writing experts (e.g., movie genre, clear premise, believable
ending). Structure variables describe the script structure7: total number of scenes,
percentage of interior scenes, total number of dialogues, average number of dialogues
and a concentration index of dialogues. LSA variables are Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA) positions, calculated after stemming and removing low TD-IDF words and
stopwords from scripts. The study uses log-box office revenue (in $ Millions) to
measure movie performance.

We ignore the first subjective class of variables and extend the full set of scripts
to a total of 4085 from the 300 used in the original study. Figure 5a shows distances
combinations for all documents with a 13 × 13 histogram. It repeats the pattern seen
in Wikipedia and formulated by the PWM. We also add release date and authorship
features, which we will take to be the movie’s director. We consider the first because
the increase in sample size expands the date range from 3 years to over 40 years. We
consider the second to capture information about directorial specialization and the
competitive nature of movie making. This simply consists of a unique identifier for

7 The authors originally called these ‘semantic’ variables.
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Table 6 Movie-Scripts Box-office prediction: Feature Imputation

Mean-Square Error (MSE)

Feature-set/Regressor Bayesian Additive Regression Tree (BART) Kernel-II

Budget+PWM 0.3501 0.3121

Structure+PWM 0.3021 0.3005

PWM 0.3191 0.2925

DRMLA 0.4172 0.3977

the director. We then repeat the study’s hold-out procedure but use 360 test movies
released after 2009, instead of only 30.

The original article reports box-office revenue forecasts with Mean Squared Error
(MSE) of approximately 40%. Authors conclude that such results hold great promise
because they rely solely upon data available in pre-production (the scripts themselves).
They consider multiple regression-based solutions and a proposed kernel-based solu-
tion. We consider their two methods with best performance: a Bayesian additive
Regression tree (BART) and their Kernel-II (‘optimized’ feature weights). We con-
sider DMR and PWM features as alternative to the LSA-based features in the original
study. Notice that by adding PWM features for the director, we are making predic-
tions for the success of a director on a set of produced movies. LSA assumes a latent
Euclidean semantic space from word frequencies, and take documents to be posi-
tions in the space. Due to this, LSA has the attractive feature that document positions
and their distances are generally interpretable. LSA methods are however often less
competitive compared to LDA-based methods, such as the DMR. This is confirmed
in Table 5. DMR denotes a standard DMR model and DMR+A a DMR model with
author indicator features (similar to those described in theWikipedia task). Regressors
with DMR features outperforms the original LSA representation, but not the PWM
which outperform both, bringing the MSE down to 0.279.

Maybe surprising, this brings revenue prediction below the error from approaches
using the highly curated and subjective 25 ‘content’ features. We next consider to
what extent this increase in improvement is due to the two added features (release date
and director identifier) or the sample size increase. Results are in Table 6. Notice that
the addition of authorship and time features don’t lead, by themselves, to significant
increases in accuracy. These variables, however, do lead to increased performance
when combined with prior statistical models, either purely semantic (such as the
DMR) or strategic (such as the PWM). The PWM lead to even increased accuracy
gains in the case of movie scripts.

We consider one last scenario, which hasn’t been considered previously in the lit-
erature. It demonstrates performance in an example where the semantic and lexical
challenges are simpler. Wikipedia pages and movie scripts are typically medium to
large length documents and consist mostly of free-form texts. Recipes are relatively
small, with more structured content. Instead of the worldly characters in Wikipedia
or the idealized characters in movie scripts, cooking recipes are mostly about ingredi-
ent combinations. We thus take documents to be combinations of ingredients in this
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Table 7 Food and Drink Recipes feedback prediction: Will audiences yum?

Mean-Square Error (MSE)

Feature-set/Regressor Bayesian Additive Regression Tree (BART) Kernel-II

LSA 0.7321 0.7176

DMRA 0.5611 0.5872

PWM 0.1644 0.1578

Fig. 5 User to document distances for every (a) movie script (13 × 13 histogram) and (b) food and drink
recipe (50× 50), each cell counts the number of documents with a combination of author-to-doc and other-
to-doc distances for all author and document pairs; this illustrates a common authorship pattern in the two
media, also observed for Wikipedia

example. Like the set of verbs considered in Wikipedia and movie scripts, the set of
all ingredients are constrained and known.

Similar to movie revenue prediction, we predict in this case the number of
yums (positive feedback) that a new recipe gets in the popular recipe-sharing site
yummly.com. The dataset consists of 369 thousand drink and food recipes in yummly
from its creation in 2010 to 2013. Figure 5b shows distance combinations in this
dataset. We take recipes in the last 6 months as the testing sample. As before, each
training point consisted of author, content (ingredients) and time stamps. Results are
in Table 7. In this case, purely semantic (User-Content) models perform much worse
than the PWM. Results in this simpler dataset indicate that strategic authorship and
content models can be combined and are complementary. Their combination could
lead to solutions that are accurate across wider ranges of content types.

7.3 Parameters and future work

Figure 4d shows the MAP estimate for β for the studied domains, where the null-
hypothesis β = 0 would indicate no mutual adaptation among users (making Σi in
Eq. 22 the sample covariance over the documents they author). This indicates that past
individual data alone, without a prior social behavior model, might be insufficient to
predict authors’ behavior. Instead of looking at the problem locally and askingwhether
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a user will share a given post, framing authorship prediction collectively, for all users,
can reveal mutual adaptations and regularities.

In this article we presented a model for online authorship and resulting techniques.
These techniques can be employed in the study and prediction of authorship within
and across media. This is because the stipulated model elements appear across many
media (in particular, the reciprocal exchange of text content and feedback). It thus has
direct applications in problems that require user and consumer predictions (such as
recommending systems, business support, social media design, etc.) The error esti-
mates in Fig. 4d suggest that parameters such as β could characterize media and the
authoring behavior observed in them, where the behavior observed inWikipedia (topic
‘dispersion’), or possibly the opposite (e.g., β = −1 and ‘topic swarming’), could be
observed in other popular media like Facebook or Tumblr. Understanding what affects
and changes authorship patterns across media (and its relationship to designed feed-
backmechanisms) is a largely unexplored area for research. The framework developed
here suggests one way to study the effect of such design issues on content authorship
and sharing.

8 Conclusion

Weproposed techniques to study andpredict howpeople adapt their authoring behavior
in view of shared content and each other. We assumed that, whenever networked
together, people develop mutually recognized roles and expertises that shape their
behavior. Beyond techniques, we introduced a game describing the strategic problem
and content-based behavior prediction resultswhen content exchanged is encyclopedic
knowledge, movies or food recipes.
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Appendix

The PWM is a potential game

We defined the total payoff in the game as the sum of predator and players’ payoffs,
Eq. 9. At most one player is getting any payoff from a given spotting; this suggests the
possibility of a potential in the game. To show the game has a potential, we need to
show that Φ reflects additively a player’s payoff change when he leaves or enters the
game (Milchtaich 1996). Consider then what happens if a player k leaves the game.
In particular, consider all attacks y where w1(y) = k and w2(y) = i . From w1(y)’s
definition, player i gains λ∗

1(y)with k’s exit (where λ∗
1(y) denotes the new λ1(y) value

with the imputed player set). The consequent difference in payoff ΔΦ is

ΔΦ =
∑

y∈Y t |w1(y)=k

log λ∗
1(y) − log λt (k, i). (29)

This corresponds to the payoff loss incurred by the leaving player k. Therefore, Φ
reflects losses in a potential fashion.

Using the same rationale, it is easy to show that Φ also reflects losses correctly
when i joins the game again. So Φ is a potential function.

In a potential game, the minima of the potential function Φ are Nash Equilibria. In
this case, the equilibrium is the global minimum of Φ. Due to the potential function,
the equilibrium can also be calculated iteratively with each new user entry, which
makes the solution very suitable to study the evolution of user behavior with changing
player counts.
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